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The program is based on composition theory and the theory of harmony. It is a
music tool for the creation of 'theoretically correct' melodies. The strong theoretical
base makes the melody composing process easier. The program contains seventeen
lessons. Each lesson has one or two demo-scripts. The lessons sequentially describe
all process of melody creation. The program represents the melody in a structure
that is analogue to the structure of common speech. There are words (motives),
phrases, sentences, commas (caesuras), question marks and points (cadences).
Such an approach allows a simple and effective algorithm to be applied to the
composition of melodies. The program implements twenty four methods of motive
development. Some of them are listed here: variation; inversion; repetition; new
rhythm; sequence and so on. These methods similar to the visual effects in
graphical editors. The Palette - Melody Composing Tool Crack Free Download
suggests the 'theoretically correct' algorithm for the melody creation. The main
advantage of the algorithm is: we take some existing part of a melody (motive or
phrase) and apply the methods of motive development (for example, variation) to
this motive of phrase to create a new motive or phrase of the melody. The program
knows the most commonly used triads and sevenths of the key. The program
represents the chords in a four-voice form. The names of the voices are soprano,
alto, tenor and bass. Any chord has many variants of an arrangement. For example:
any chord note can be placed in the first position of the arrangement. The chord
notes can be arranged adjacently (tight arrangement) or remotely (wide
arrangement). The user can choose both the type of the chord and the arrangement
of the chord. The program has an option that exports the melody to a midi (*.mid)
file. The exported file consists of three tracks: melody, chords, bass. You can import
this file to any midi sequencer or style arranger to create a complete tune. The
Palette - Melody Composing Tool is a music tool that helps you create melodies.
Installation Select Files Download Select Files Download (Not Available in America)
How to install Double click on the below downloaded file to install When the installer
starts a file called README_EN.txt appears, please read

The Palette - Melody Composing Tool 

The Palette is a small, powerful tool for the creation of melodies. It supports all
methods of motive development and invention such as variation, inversion,
repetition, new rhythm, sequence, combined tones, hexatonic modes and so on. Its
strength is in the fact that it has the most accurate algorithm for the creation of
melodies. The Palette - Melody Composing Tool has got features that can help you
compose different melodies. But the program doesn't want to dictate what the user
should create. It just helps the user to compose different melodies. The basic
structure of the Palette is: Set Default-Arrangement. Set Chords. Set Melody. Set
Default-Arrangement. It allows the user to set the default arrangement of the chord.
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The main options are: 1: plain (non-spaced) chords; 2: spaced chords (triads), like in
jazz; 3: chords with accompaniment. Set Chords. It allows the user to set the chords
of the melody. The main options are: 1: simple chords without any voicing or
dynamics; 2: simple chords with voicing and dynamics; 3: complex chords with
voicing and dynamics; 4: melody chords; 5: chord-instruments chords; 6: chords
with accompaniment. Set Melody. It allows the user to set the melody of the
composition. The main options are: 1: melody with the notes placed on the circle of
fourths; 2: melody with the notes placed on the circle of fifths; 3: melody with the
notes placed on the circle of whole tones; 4: melody with the notes placed on the
circle of thirds; 5: melody with the notes placed on the circle of sixths; 6: triad with
the notes placed on the circle of thirds; 7: triad with the notes placed on the circle
of sevenths; 8: chromatic melody; 9: harmony motive with the notes placed on the
circle of fourths; 10: harmony motive with the notes placed on the circle of fifths;
11: harmony motive with the notes placed on the circle of sixths; 12: harmony
motive with the notes placed on the circle of thirds; 13: harmony motive with the
notes placed on the circle of sixteenth b7e8fdf5c8
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1. The Palette is a composition program. 2. The program is written in Visual Basic. 3.
The program performs the work of many professional composers. 4. The program
has a convenient working structure. 5. The program has an algorithm of motive
development. 6. The program has an algorithm of harmony. 7. The program allows
the creation of 'theoretically correct' melodies. 8. The program automatically
generates common chords based on the keyboard or on the successive note value
of the keyboard. 9. The program has a built-in editors. 10. The program has an
infinite number of melodies. The Palette: The main window of The Palette program.
The collection view of the palettes. The collection view: has 4 views: about an item,
settings, options and group editing. The General tab: displays items from the
palettes. The Selection tab: displays melodies created by The Palette. The Settings
tab: displays shortcuts, actions, global settings. The Options tab: displays the dialog
with the settings. The group: displays all palettes that are located in this group. The
menu bar: has two main menu items: Edit and Help. The Menu bar The Menu bar
displays sub-menus (toolbars). The title bar: displays the color scheme. The Edit
tab: displays the sub-menus: Menu, tools, items, and groups. The Tools menu: has
five toolbars. The palette: has a toolbar. The toolbar has a round icon menu and a
tool for choosing the chords and a timer. The toolbar has an icon menu for choosing
the chords. The toolbar has a timer. The toolbar has a button for choosing the
chords. The Music Editor: a window with a ruler. The Music Editor: a window with a
ruler and a musical staff. The Music Editor: the ruler in the Music Editor. The Ruler in
the Music Editor. The Music Editor: a tempo control. The Music Editor: the tempo
control. The Music Editor: the tempo and time indicators. The Tempo and Time
Indicators in the Music Editor. The Music Editor: a ruler in the Music Editor. The MIDI
Player: a window for the playing of the created music. The MIDI player: the
arrangement menu of the created music. The Setup tab: displays the

What's New In The Palette - Melody Composing Tool?
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System Requirements For The Palette - Melody Composing Tool:

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit) Minimum Requirements:
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel
Pentium® Core™ 2 Duo (2.66 GHz or better) or AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 Dual Core (2.8
GHz or better) Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Graphics Card
Hard Drive: At least 50 GB available space Sound
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